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The colonial regime provokes the Kurdish-
Turkish clash 
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8/21/2010 
 
The struggle in Kurdistan is an action for revolutionary liberation. With its call and 
action, the international revolutionary and communist movement hasn't managed to 
support and show solidarity with this movement so far.   
 1 August 2010 / International Bulletin / No 96  
In July, new racist-fascist lynching attacks against the Kurdish people happened in 
Inegol, Bursa and Dortyol, Hatay. As a result of these attacks, people with Kurdish roots 
were injured and molested. They couldn't go on the streets for some time. The shops of 
Kurds were plundered. The Kurds put up barricades in the quarters they lived in order to 
defend themselves and started to stay there the whole night.  
This attack is a concrete form of the new attack concept of the colonial fascist regime; it 
is a concrete part of it. The Turkish bourgeois state and AKP* war government that have 
no means and solutions against the Kurdish struggle for liberation, the Kurdish guerrilla 
war, the Kurdish serhildans and political blows have even started to use civil racist-fascist 
lynching gangs besides the official militarist forces (soldiers, police, village guards and 
counter-gangs and to realize everything that leads to a violent Kurdish-Turkish clash. The 
aim is to threaten the Kurdish people and intimidate them; to make the guerrilla forces 
break off contact with the people and liquidate them. 
The colonial regime has used the dirty and obscure methods, means and forms of the 
colonial war and continued to use them: It realized counter-guerrilla attacks. It used 
chemical weapons. It reviled the bodies of the guerrillas and tortured them. It destroyed 
the nature, and wants to break off the relation of the guerrilla with the people by 
establishing barrages. It founded a system of guarding led by some Kurdish clans. It 
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trained military forces of special type. It founded different clandestine and obscure 
organizations of the counter-guerrilla activities and uses them. It trained psychological 
war specialists and makes use of them for trainings, TV and attacks. It uses the bourgeois 
media to provoke chauvinism and Turkish-Kurdish clashes. It tries to pull the 
intellectuals, civil society organizations, unions and cultural institutions with threats and 
corruption to their side and make them support it. It tries to split the struggle dynamics 
and make them lose power by provoking the political, religious, sectarian and local 
differences among the Kurds.  
The Turkish bourgeois state has fought and continues to fight against the PKK* and the 
Kurdish liberation movement together with the imperialist forces' military organisation 
NATO, the region's military force Israel, Iran, Iraq and Syria that are the region's colonial 
states, and with other forces. However, all these dirty and obscure policies, methods and 
different forms of war weren't enough to have a result. Politically and militarily the 
Kurdish people created an own army against these attacks. They increased their level of 
conscious, organisation and action. By fighting, they moved forward and strengthened 
their action for liberation. This means they became "new Kurds". 
Against this development, the colonial regime tried to keep the "Kurdish Initiative" on 
the agenda for a long time as part of a deception and liquidation plan. The Kurdish 
liberation movement has revealed this hypocrisy within short time through the ‘peace 
groups' and the serhildans welcoming. Following this, the colonial regime concentrated 
on liquidating again the freedom movement by adding new elements to its traditional 
policy of annihilation and denial. And the provocations on the Kurdish-Turkish clash 
have been increased as part of this politics. Those responsible for this lynching are the 
Turkish bourgeois state and the AKP government. A civil gang of a handful of racist-
fascists was instrumentalized and the Kurdish people were wanted to be terrorised and 
intimidated. Nevertheless, thousands of Kurdish children were arrested in the new period 
and are being convicted. 1.500 Kurdish politicians, among them majors elected, were 
imprisoned. In Kurdistan forests are continued to be set on fire. The executions by 
counter gangs, the torturing of guerrilla bodies have again been displayed as part of the 
dirty and obscure methods of the colonial war.  
The PKK called on realising of the democratic autonomy in the new period, organising 
the defence of the Kurdish people against the lynching attacks, and fighting against the 
attackers with barricades and street clashes. With its guerrilla, its forces working legally, 
its youth and women, the Kurdish people continues to lead its struggle for liberation fully 
determined. 
Our party MLCP and its Kurdistan organisation is fighting against these attacks, with its 
political call and actions it tries to develop the united struggle.  
The ‘boycott front' that was founded during the period of the referendum on the 
constitution in Turkey is an important opportunity to fight back these attacks during this 
period and later on and the development of a united struggle front. 
The struggle in Kurdistan is an action for revolutionary liberation. With its call and 
action, the international revolutionary and communist movement hasn't managed to 
support and show solidarity with this movement so far.  
The Kurdish people are waiting for this solidarity and support! This is the call of history 
and the current political duty! 


